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Multiphonon resonant Raman scattering predicted in LaMnO3 from the Franck-Condon process
via self-trapped excitons

Vasili Perebeinos* and Philip B. Allen
Department of Physics and Astronomy, State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York 11794-3800

~Received 31 January 2001; published 8 August 2001!

Resonant behavior of the Raman process is predicted when the laser frequency is close to the orbital
excitation energy of LaMnO3 at 2 eV. The incident photon creates a vibrationally excited self-trapped ‘‘orbi-
ton’’ state from the orbitally ordered Jahn-Teller~JT! ground state. Trapping occurs by local oxygen rearrange-
ment. Then the Franck-Condon mechanism activates multiphonon Raman scattering. The amplitude of the
n-phonon process is first order in the electron-phonon couplingg. The resonance occursvia a dipole forbidden
d to d transition. We previously suggested that this transition~also seen in optical reflectivity! becomes allowed
because of asymmetric oxygen fluctuations. Here we calculate the magnitude of the corresponding matrix
element using local spin-density functional theory. This calculation agrees to better than a factor of two with
our previous value extracted from experiment. This allows us to calculate the absolute value of the Raman
tensor for multiphonon scattering. Observation of this effect would be a direct confirmation of the importance
of the JT electron-phonon term and the presence of self-trapped orbital excitons, or ‘‘orbitons.’’

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.085118 PACS number~s!: 78.30.Hv, 75.30.Vn, 71.35.Aa
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I. INTRODUCTION

Manganese oxide materials attract attention becaus
the ‘‘colossal magnetoresistance’’~CMR! phenomenon,1 and
because of a very rich phase diagram2 of ground states with
competing order parameters. The Mn13 ion of the parent
LaMnO3 compound hasd4 (t2g

3 ,eg
1) configuration with an

inert t2g core~spin 3/2!. The half-filled doubly degenerateeg

orbitals (dx22y2, d3z22r 2) are Jahn-Teller~JT! unstable. A
symmetry-breaking oxygen distortion~resulting in the Mn-O
bond lengths of 1.91, 2.18 and 1.97 Å~Ref. 3!# lowers the
energy of the occupied orbital. The corresponding orbita
ordered state sets in atTJT5750 K with x- andy-orientedeg

orbitals in thex-y plane with wave vectorQW 5(p,p,0).4

The orbital order drives antiferromagnetic (A-type! spin
order5 below the Neel temperatureTN5140 K.

There is still controversy about the origin of the orbita
ordered state. Strong electron-electron correlations may
to orbital ordervia the superexchange interaction6 which lifts
degeneracy of theeg states.7 In another scenario proposed b
Millis 8 the Jahn-Teller electron-phonon (e-ph) interactiong9

causes the orbital order and contributes to CMR. Extens
numerical work by Dagottoet al.10 showed that the two ap
proaches give qualitatively similar answers. We prefe
model where the JT interactiong plus large HubbardU and
Hund energyJH leads to single occupancy of the Mneg
levels and a gap to on-sited to d excitations, rather than
assigning the gap purely to Coulomb interactions as i
multiorbital Hubbard model. We believe that the importan
of the JT interaction is evident at low hole doping
La12xSr(Ca)xMnO3, whose insulating nature is naturally e
plained by formation of the anti-Jahn-Teller polarons.11

In this paper we present a detailed prediction of reson
multiphonon Raman features, whose observation would b
direct measure of the importance of the JT electron-pho
term. When the oscillator potential curves of ground a
excited states are displaced relative to each other, then v
0163-1829/2001/64~8!/085118~6!/$20.00 64 0851
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tional Raman scattering is activated by a Franck-Cond
~FC! two-step mechanism. Our Hamiltonian for LaMnO3,
with U→`, leads to a picture where the ground state a
low-lying excited states are simple products of localized
bitals, one per atom. In the first step of the FC Raman p
cess, the incident photon creates an orbital defect in the
dered JT ground state~one Mn ion has the upper rather tha
the lower state of the JT doublet occupied.! This Frenkel
exciton ~also called an ‘‘orbiton’’! is self-trapped12 by oxy-
gen rearrangement from the JT state. The FC principle
the oxygen positions undistorted during optical excitatio
producing a vibrationally excited state of the orbiton. In t
second step of the Raman process, this virtual excitation
cays back to the orbital ground state, but not necessarily
vibrational ground state. The amplitude for ending in a
brationally excited state is determined by displaced-oscilla
overlap integrals. This allowsn-phonon resonant Rama
scattering with amplitude proportional to the first order of t
e-ph interaction.13,14 The process is illustrated in Fig. 1. I
the conventional Raman scattering process, where electr
cally excited states do not alter atomic positions, the am
tude of then-phonon peak is proportional to thenth order of
thee-ph interaction which is smaller byn21 orders of mag-
nitude. The conventional process can be divided into th
steps.~1! The incident photon creates an electron-hole p
~or exciton!. ~2! This electron-hole pair is scattered into a
other state by sequential emission ofn phonons vian powers
of the e-ph interactionHe-ph}g. Higher-order interactions
such as the electron-~two phonon! interaction also enter, bu
do not increase the order of magnitude of the process.~3!
The electron-hole pair recombines, emitting a scattered p
ton. In this formulation, the intensity of the two-phonon R
man process is smaller than one-phonon by several orde
magnitude 1022–1023, determined by the 2n-th power of
the ratio ofe-ph to electronic energies.

II. FRANCK-CONDON MECHANISM

We use a model Hamiltonian,11 the same as used b
Millis 15 ~except that we haveU5`), with two eg orbitals
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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per Mn atom, fully respecting the symmetries of the orbit
and the crystal. The electron-phonon termHJT stabilizes the
orbitally ordered ground state via a cooperative JT distorti
Oxygen displacements along Mn-O-Mn bonds are mode
by local Einstein oscillators

HJT52g(
l ,a

n̂l ,a~ul ,a2ul ,2a!,

HL5(
l ,a

~Pl ,a
2 /2M1Kul ,a

2 /2!. ~1!

The interactionHJT consists of linear energy reduction of a
occupiedd3x22r 2 orbital @the corresponding creation operat

FIG. 1. Schematic Franck-Condon mechanism for the m
tiphonon Raman process via the orbiton intermediate state.
lowest energy configuration of the orbiton has energyD and large
oxygen distortions from the JT ground state~GS!. The most prob-
able intermediate state~the strongest resonance of the Raman p
cess! occurs atvL'2D'2 eV, rather thanvL5D.
l

a

ot
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d

is cx
† and number operator isn̂l ,x5cx

†( l )cx( l )] if the two
oxygens in the6 x̂ direction expand outwards. Similar term
are included forŷ and ẑ oxygens ifd3y22r 2 or d3z22r 2 orbit-
als are occupied. The strengthg51.84 eV/Å of the JT cou-
pling g determines the JT splitting of the orbitals 2D
51.9 eV, and was chosen to agree with the lowest opt
conductivity peak.16,17 The displacementul ,a is measured
from the cubic perovskite position of the nearest oxygen
the â direction to the Mn atom atl. The oxygen vibrational
energy \v5\AK/M50.075 eV is taken from a Rama
experiment.18 In addition there is an on site Coulomb repu
sion U and a large Hund energyJH . In the limit U→` and
JH→`, electronic motion at half-filling is suppressed due
single occupancy of the Mn sites; additional orbital splitti
caused by superexchange interactions is left out.

The HamiltonianH5HJT1HL gives an orbitally ordered
ground state

u0,0&5)
l

A

cX
†~ l !)

l 8

B

cY
†~ l 8!u$0%&, ~2!

where$0% refers to the lattice vibrational ground state wi
oxygen atoms in distorted equilibrium positions~Van Vleck
Q2-type distortions! ul 6x56u0 ,ul 6y57u0 ,ul 6z50 if l

PA sublattice@exp(iQW •lW)51# and opposite sign distortions i
l PB sublattice@exp(iQW •lW)521.# The magnitude of the dis
tortion 2u05A2D/Mv250.296 Å agrees with neutron dif
fraction data3 within 10–15 %, confirming that the model ha
sufficient resemblance to reality. OperatorscX,Y

† create elec-
trons with orbitalsCX,Y52(d3z22r 27dx22y2)/A2 alternat-
ing onA andB sublattices. The lowest-lying electronic exc
tation of the Hamiltonian~1! is a self-trapped exciton o
orbiton,12 which gives a broad line in the optica
conductivity16,17 centered at 2D'2 eV.

In the n-phonon Raman process, incident light of fr
quency vL is scattered with a shifted frequencyvS5vL
2nv. The Raman cross-section tensorRn can be found as
follows:19

l-
he

-

]2Rn

]vR]V
5

s0

me
2

vS
2

vL
2 U (

$m%,i

^0,nu«̂L• p̂u i ,m&^ i ,mu«̂S• p̂u0,0&
D1N$m%\v2\vL1 igm

1NRTU2

d~vR2nv!, ~3!
ing
ree
s to
il-

-

e

, in
di-
wheres05r e
2 is the Compton cross section (r e5e2/mec

2).
The summation goes over all electronic statesi and all the
corresponding vibrational quanta$m%. N$m%5mx1my
1mz1m2x1m2y1m2z is the total number of vibrationa
quanta. The nonresonant term~NRT! is obtained from the
resonant term by permuting«̂L with «̂S and changing2vL
to vS . The imaginary frequencygm gives a broadening
which can mimic the effect of phonon dispersion. The fin
stateu0,n& has an electronic ground state plusn vibrational
quanta. Summation over all the possible states with a t
number ofn vibrations is assumed in Eq.~3!. For example,
l

al

one phonon can be excited on any of the six neighbor
oxygen atoms; two phonons can be excited in 21 ways; th
phonons in 56 ways, and so on. The ground state couple
excited electronic states by the electron-radiation Ham
tonian (p̂•AW ). In LaMnO3, we consider only the lowest ex
cited electronic state with an orbital flip~e.g.,uX& type touY&
type11!. By neglecting coupling to higher electronic states w
underestimate~perhaps by a significant factor! the first order
Raman peak intensity. For multiphonon Raman scattering
first approximation, we assume that only orbiton interme
ate states contribute.
8-2
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III. LSDA DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS

To evaluate dipole matrix elements in Eq.~3! we use the
FC approximation. The wave functionsu0,0&, u i ,m&, and
u0,n& are written as products of vibrational wave functio
x(RW ) dependent on the oxygen positionsRW , and electronic
wave functionsc(rW,RW ) dependent on both electronicrW and
vibrational coordinates. The electronic dipole matrix elem
is a d to d transition and therefore forbidden when the s
roundings are symmetric. Searching for a mechanism to
tivate this transition, we notice that an asymmetric oxyg
displacement will cause Mneg orbitals to acquire an admix
ture of 4p character. A typical mixing coefficient is
-
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gz5E drWc3z22r 2
]V

]uz
cz /~ed2ep!, ~4!

where cz is an orbital of p character, and]V/]uz is the
perturbation caused by a displacement of oxygenl 1 ẑ in ẑ
direction. The corresponding allowed optical matrix eleme
is

pz5E drWc3z22r 2p̂zcz . ~5!

The resulting dipole matrix element is
^ i ,mu êS,L• p̂u0,n&5 (
a5x,y,z

gapaea^mxm2xmym2ymzm2zu~ua1u2a!unxn2xnyn2ynzn2z&. ~6!
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If the ground state is described by Eq.~2!, then from
symmetry one can show thatgxpx5gypy52gzpz/2. In our
previous work12 a phenomenological parametergd
'2gzpz(\/2meD) was introduced to account for the ob
served spectral weight of the optical conductivity peak due
the self-trapped exciton. The oscillator strengthf defined as
*dvs(v)5(pNe2/2meV) f is equal in our model tof zz
52@(gzpz)

2/meMv2#/(2D/\v11), and f xx5 f yy5 f zz/4.
Here N/V is the Mn atom concentration. The measur
spectral weight 540V21cm21 eV of the lowest broad line
centered at 2 eV~Ref. 16! corresponds tof exp50.113 or
gzpz51.7(meMv2)1/2 ~the spectral weight
740V21cm21 eV under a Lorentzian fit17 corresponds to
f exp50.16). Here we use density functional theory~DFT! to
calculate an induced dipole matrix elements to test whe
our choice of the parametergzpz from the optical data was
justified.

LaMnO3 has been extensively studied by first-principl
approaches20 including the local-spin-density approximatio
~LSDA! of DFT, LDA1U, and Hartree-Fock methods. Info
mation about electronic and magnetic structure, and ab
electron-phonon and Coulomb interactions has been
tained. Here we use LSDA to calculate the dipole mat
element ford to d transitions as it is induced by asymmetr
oxygen distortions. Rather than calculating]V/]uz and do-
ing perturbation theory as in Eqs.~4!,~5!, we directly calcu-
late ^ i ue• p̂u0& in the presence of an imposed asymmet
oxygen distortion.

To solve the LSDA equations we use the plane-wa
pseudopotential method21,22with a spin-dependent exchang
correlation potential23 and a supercell approach. Calculatio
were done for a 10-atom perovskite supercell with o
Q2-type JT oxygen distortions~the rotation of the MnO6
octahedra is omitted.! The point group symmetry of the ce
is thusD4h . For convenience, the magnetic order is taken
be ferromagnetic with 4.00mB spin magnetization per for
o

er

ut
b-
x

e

o

mula unit. The lattice constant 3.936 Å gives the same
volume as observed for LaMnO3. The magnitude of the in-
plane oxygen distortions along the Mn-O-Mn bonds isu0
50.14 Å . The self-consistent charge density was calcula
using six specialk points in the irreducible wedge of th
Brillouin zone. First, thek points were chosen on the undi
torted cubic structure Brillouin zone. Then they we
mapped into the tetragonalQ2-type JT distorted Brillouin
zone. The resultingk-point sampling would give the cubic
symmetry charge density for the undistorted cubic LaMn
calculated in the tetragonal~doubled! unit cell. The symme-
try broken charge density is obtained because of the the o
gen distortions not because of thek-points sampling.24 Then
the self-consistent potential was used to calculate wavefu
tions at theG point.

A symmetry analysis of the pseudo wave functions fok
5(0,0,0) and plots ofucu2 around the Mn site allow us to
distinguish Mneg states from other states. Theeg (X- and
Y-type! orbitals form states ofA1g andB1g symmetries. Two
of the four Mneg states are shown on Fig. 2. By introducin
a small displacement of all the apical oxygens in1 ẑ direc-
tion along the Mn-O-Mn bonds, one induces apz dipole
matrix element (A1g to A1g and B1g to B1g). Similarly, in-
plane oxygen displacement in the1 x̂ direction induces apx
matrix element. In Table I we present LSDA results for the
matrices. The imposed displacement has lowered theD4h
symmetry of the supercell, permitting transitions betwe
states below and above the Fermi level which were pre
ously labeled asA1g and B1g . The energies of the Mneg
states do not alter much~less than 0.04 eV! for small distor-
tions ~0.016 Å! and the induced dipole matrix elements a
linear with oxygen distortion.

It is convenient to measure the induced dipoles in units
(meMv2)1/250.472\/(aB)2, whereme and M are electron
and oxygen masses andaB is the Bohr radius. The calculate
dipoles (gp)z52.33 and (gp)x,y51.55 give the oscillator
8-3
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strengths f zz50.41 and f xx,(yy)50.18. These answers ar
somewhat larger than experiment, but well within the e
pected accuracy of our model. This accuracy is limited
four factors:~1! convergence of the LSDA result;~2! neglect
of rotational distortions;~3! simplification of magnetic struc
ture to ferromagnetic; and~4! applicability of LSDA to
strongly correlated electrons. We tested the first by vary
the number of plane waves used in the pseudopotential
pansion. The answers reported here used a plane-wave c
Epw5135 Ry. The value ofgzpz increases by 9% atEpw
5120 Ry and decreases by 13% atEpw5100 Ry, so the
convergence error is estimated at 10%. To calculate dip
matrix elements we used pseudowave functions, which
different from the physical wave functions in the co

FIG. 2. The LSDA wave functionsC(rW) at kW5(0,0,0) point for
the Mn eg statesB1g ~occupied! andA1g ~empty!. Arrows indicate
the direction of theQ2-type oxygen displacements in thexy plane.
Negative~dashed! and positive~solid! contour values are in units o
0.1 e1/2/(a. u.)3/2

TABLE I. The absolute values of the induced dipole mat
elementspz ~left! and px ~right! per unit oxygen displacements i
units of (meMv2)1/2 between the LSDA wave functions of theA1g

andB1g symmetry before an additional asymmetric oxygen dist
tion. The resulting oscillator strengths for the transition between
occupied~occ! and empty~em! states aref zz50.41 and f xx,(yy)

50.18, which corresponds to (gp)z52.33 and (gp)x,y51.55.

A1g
occ A1g

em B1g
occ B1g

em A1g
occ A1g

em B1g
occ B1g

em

A1g
occ 0 3.29 0 0 0 1.33 1.32 0.69

A1g
em 3.29 0 0 0 1.33 0 1.39 0.06

B1g
occ 0 0 0 0.16 1.32 1.39 0 0.78

B1g
em 0 0 0.16 0 0.69 0.06 0.78 0
08511
-
y

g
x-
toff

le
re

region.25 The introduced error depends on the cutoff rad
used for the construction of pseudopotential22 and gives 5%
discrepancy for the radial part of thep̂-operator using pseudo
and real wave functions of an isolated Mn atom. Sources~2!
and ~3! will causes errors of similar size as source~1!, we
believe. The biggest uncertainty is source~4!. In transition
metals, the energy levels of the localizedd states are signifi-
cantly altered if one includes explicit additional Coulom
repulsion of localized states as in the LDA1U approach.26

Wave functions and matrix elements could also change
haps by as much as a factor of 2. However, this would
change our qualitative conclusion. This calculation gives
extra confidence that phonon-activation is strong enough
account for the observation ofd to d ~orbiton! transitions in
optical reflectivity, as we assumed in our previous work, a
as we now use to predict Raman spectra.

IV. THE RAMAN TENSOR

The absolute cross sections for the Raman process Eq~3!
can be evaluated using expression~6!:

]2Rab
n

]vR]V
5s0

vS
2

vL
2 ~gapagbpb!2d~vR2nv!(

$ f %
d~n2N$ f %!

3U (
m50

`
\vAab~m,$ f %!

D1m\v2\vL1 igm
1NRTU2

, ~7!

Aab~m,$ f %!5 (
$m8%

d~m2N$m8%!^ f uua1u2aum8&

3^m8uub1u2bu0&, ~8!

where the induced dipole matrix elementsgp and displace-
mentsu are measured in units of (meMv2)1/2 andA\/Mv,
respectively. In order to evaluate vibrational overlap integr
Aa,b(m,$ f %) one needs the expressions for overlap integr
of displaced harmonic oscillators13

^n1un2&5~21!n12n2An1!n2!e2k2/2kn12n2

3 (
k50

n2

~21!k
k2k

k! ~n22k!! ~n12n21k!!

if n1>n2 , ~9!

^n1uuun2&5
k

A2
S 11

n22n1

k2 D ^n1un2&, ~10!

wherek is related to the Jahn-Teller gap asD54k2\v. The
overlap^n1un2& for n1,n2 has the same expression as E
~9! with n1 andn2 interchanged and the sign of the displac
mentu05A2k changed (k→2k). When using expression

-
e
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~9!,~10!, the signs of thel 1 x̂,l 2 ŷ oxygens displacement
are positive andl 2 x̂,l 1 ŷ are negative, ifl PA ~reverse
signs if l PB) and l 6 ẑ oxygens are undisplaced. Evaluatio
of the overlap integralsAab(m,$ f %) is straightforward. For
example, for the first order Raman peak, only four on
phonon final states will contribute:

Aab~m,$ f %51•••4!5da,b

e2DDm

m!

m

4kD
~D112m!

~11!

with no contribution to the nondiagonal part of the tens
aÞb. For second- and third-order Raman scattering, f
and eight final states contribute to the nondiagonal part of
tensor:

Axy(yz,zx)~m,$ f %51•••4!56
e2DDm

m!

m

2D
,

Axy(yz,zx)~m,$ f %51•••8!56
e2DDm

m!

km

A2D2
~D112m!.

~12!

The formulas for the diagonal parts of the higher-order R
man tensors are more complicated and will not be giv
here.

To model the damping termgm of vibrational levelm, we
use expressiongm5g0Am11, as in a sequence of con
volved Gaussians, intended to mimic the local densities
phonon states on oxygen atoms. The valueg05120 cm21

was taken. The Raman cross section shown on Fig. 3 h
pronounced resonant behavior when the laser frequencyvL
approaches the orbiton energy 2D. The first-order cross sec
tion as seen in Fig. 3 is underestimated, because we
glected coupling to higher electronic levels in Eq.~7!, whose
contribution to multiphonon peaks is probably negligib
The polarization dependence of the cross section is only

FIG. 3. The absolute value of the multiphonon Raman cr
section per solid angle versus incident photon energy. Reso
behavior is predicted forvL close to orbiton energy 2D51.9 eV.
The damping constant isg05120 cm21, the induced dipoles are
2gzdz52gxdx51.7 (meMv2)1/2, cross section unit is s0

5(e2/mec
2)2.
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to the dipole matrix element effect, namely,R xx
1,2,35R yy

1,2,3

5R zz
1,2,3/16, R2,3yz5Rzx

2,354Rxy
2,3. The anisotropy of the op-

tical conductivitysxx /szz is quadratic and Raman intensit
Rxx /Rzz fourth power in the dipole matrix-element aniso
ropy gxpx /gzpz . Actual occupiedeg orbitals may be rota-
tions of our idealized state Eq.~2! in the eg space. Even
small deviations from Eq.~2! might cause a noticeabl
change of the ratiogxpx /gzpz from the value 0.5. Therefore
the predicted anisotropies of 4 and 16 for optical and Ram
spectra are not necessarily robust, but the relationRxx /Rzz

5(sxx /szz)
2 should hold.

Published Raman measurements18 on undoped LaMnO3
do not extend to the multiphonon region and resonant beh
ior has not been tested experimentally. Most experiments
the Ar1 laser, for which frequencyvL52.41 eV, we predict
the multiphonon cross sections R zz

2 50.514,R zz
3

50.243,R yz
2 50.056,R yz

3 50.025 in units ofs0 sr21. Re-
cently some features in Raman spectra on LaMnO3 around
1100 cm21 were reported by several groups.27–29These are
probably the effect we are predicting.

V. CONCLUSION

We advocate a picture of the orbitally ordered state
LaMnO3 where electron-phonon interactions~in a context of
large Hund and Hubbard energies! have a major influence
Our picture is disputed by other theorists.30 Therefore we
attempt here to provide predictions which can qualitativ
distinguish our model from others. In our model, the lowe
electronic excitation is the 1.9 eV transition across the Ja
Teller gap, modified by self-trapping to give a minimum g
half as large. This has successfully described
observed16,17optical gap as a Franck-Condon broadened s
trapped exciton. The present paper uses density-functi
theory to eliminate the need for a phenomenological c
pling gp to account for this transition.

As a more stringent test, we here predict a new feat
unique to the FC physics of the self-trapped exciton, nam
a sequence of resonant multiphonon Raman peaks. We
dict the absolute values of the multiphonon Raman cr
section tensors.

A hot luminescence process can also give rise to a m
tiphonon peaks. Incident light can excite an orbiton with
long lifetime which can recombine after vibrational ener
nv being lost in the intermediate state through anharmo
interaction. The question whether the Raman or hot lumin
cence mechanisms dominate the scattering intensity ha
old history.31 In the Raman case the intensity of the high
order peaks should decrease and the width of the peak
resenting a convolved density of local phonon modes sho
increase. In the hot luminescence the intensities of the hig
order peaks are of the same order and the width of the l
decrease with increasing order. In addition a strong emiss
peak can be observed at the exciton absorption edge. Ra
techniques can serve as a direct probe of the orbiton ex
tion in LaMnO3. A recent Raman experiment32 on LaMnO3
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